
Bottom-up Tree Rewriting Tool MBURGK John Gough �j.gough@qut.edu.auJuly 18, 1995Abstractmburg is a tool for producing bottom up treerewriters. It has been used for code selection incompilers. It produces hard coded tree patternmatchers from tree grammars, with dynamic pro-gramming at runtime. It is comparable in its ca-pabilities with iburg [1], but has a rather di�erentimplementation, and produces its output in ISOModula-2 . The source code for the tool is availableby ftp.1 BackgroundBottom up tree rewriting is the method of choicefor code selection in modern compilers. Given atree grammar, and a cost expression for each pro-duction, it allows for optimal code selection fromtrees.The iburg [1] tool has been widely used, and formsthe basis for code selection in the widely availableretargetable C compiler lcc[2]. The gardens pointcompilers written at Queensland University of Tech-nology use a stack-based intermediate form[3] tocommunicate between target independent frontendsand language independent backends. Our currentbackends target Intel 486, Mips, Sparc and Alphaarchitectures, and produce very high quality codeusing shadow stack automata for code selection. Wehave noticed however, that as each of our backendshas evolved, the code selection automata have be-come increasingly complex, as we recognize increas-ing numbers of special case patterns.We decided to experiment with bottom up treerewriting code selection as an alternative technol-ogy. In order to do this we created the mburg tool,�Faculty of Information Technology, Queensland Univer-sity of Technology. Brisbane, Australia.

created some alternative code selectors, and evalu-ated their performance. We are making the toolgenerally available in the hope that it will be of in-terest to two separate groups. Firstly, developersworking with Modula-2 rather than the C languagewill �nd integration of the resulting code selectorssimpler than is the case with iburg . Secondly, theimplementation is su�ciently di�erent from iburgto be of some intrinsic interest.2 The MBURG ToolCode selectors generated by mburg perform dy-namic programming at compile-time, and make twopasses over the subject trees. In the �rst pass, thenodes of the tree are labelled during a recursivebottom-up traversal. The labelling for each nodeencodes the minimal cost of placing the denotedvalue of that subtree in any of the possible \type-forms." The labelling also records the ordinal of theproduction rule which produces each of the minimalcosts. This is the labelling pass.The second pass uses the state information toguide a top-down traversal, which performs a vir-tual rewriting of the tree. In this second pass thenodes are not visited in the order determined bythe structure of the tree, but rather are visited inan order determined by the matched patterns ofthe production rules which are selected by the la-belling. At each node a speci�ed semantic actionmay be performed. This is the reduction pass.mburg currently produces the labelling pass anda single reduction pass completely automatically,requiring no hand-written code at all. This is suf-�cient for the production of virtual assembly lan-guage. We may at some future stage de�ne declar-ative syntax for specifying semantic actions for asecond reduction pass.1



3 RationaleWe decided to create a separate tool to produceour rewriters, rather than just use iburg , for a num-ber of reasons. Firstly, we wished to experimentwith some alternative implementation techniques,including the possiblility of entirely specifying thereduction semantic actions declaratively. Secondly,if we had to create a new tool, we wished to do itin Modula-2, which is our implementation languageof choice.The tool accepts a declarative speci�cation,which speci�es the terminal symbol grammar, andthe names of the data types and record �elds whichthe matcher needs to access. Of course in a C im-plementation all of this is handled by preprocessormacros. A prolog declares all of the externally de-�ned imports which the pattern matcher or the re-ducer requires.
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Figure 1: an example nested tree-patternProductions are speci�ed as fully parenthesizedpre�x expressions. For example, the tree patternshown in �gure 1 is given by the production |Reg = add(Reg,deref(add(Reg,Reg)))In this example, Reg, Imm are typeforms corre-sponding to register and immediate values, whileadd, deref are terminal symbols of the grammar.In the case that productions are only applicablewhen certain semantic conditions are met, produc-tions may have an optional predicate expression,as well as a constant cost. This seems to be con-ceptually cleaner than the use of a conditional costfunction with an \in�nite" cost to eliminate impos-sible cases. Thus the possibility of folding a multi-plication into a left shift might be speci�ed by the

production |Reg = mul(Reg,Imm) & IsPwr2($2.litVal)mburg simply adds the optional predicate as anextra conjunct in the normal pattern matching ex-pression |IF (this^.l^.s.rules[Reg] <> noRule) AND(this^.r^.s.rules[Imm] <> noRule) ANDIsPwr2(this^.r^.s.litVal) THENupdate the state vector of this;END;In this example it has been assumed that the leftand right subtrees of the node type have been de-clared as being selected by �elds \l" and \r", andthat \s" is the state vector �eld.It is possible to specify semantic actions whichare performed during the reduction traversal of thetree. These semantic actions are speci�ed as codewhich may refer to the nodes and state vector com-ponents of the pattern symbolically. Thus $0 is thestate vector of the pattern root, while $1,2... arethe state vectors of the �rst, second, ... leaf-nodesof the pattern respectively. For example, a typicalsemantic action for the conditional production seenabove might be speci�ed by |Reg = mul(Reg,Imm) & IsPwr2($2.litVal) 1(. NewVReg($0.dst);EmitRRI(shll, $0.dst, $1.dst,Log2($2.litVal)); .)where \(." and \.)" are meta-symbols delimitingthe semantic action. The reducer will include thefollowing code fragment |do reduction recursion(s);NewVReg(self^.s.dst);EmitRRI(shll, self^.s.dst,self^.l^.s.dst,Log2(self^.r^.s.litVal));END;The sematic actions in the automatically producedreduction are placed after the return of the recur-sions which carry the required typeform down thetree. This placement ensures that synthesized at-tributes such as the destination registers of the sub-trees will be available when the instruction is to beemitted.2



4 Results on SparcWe decided to investigate the merits of changingour code generators to use bottom up rewritingas a means of code selection, in a controlled en-vironment. We took our Sparc-Solaris backend,and replaced the code selector with a tree-rebuilderwhich reconstructed a forest of code trees fromthe incoming stack instructions. The automaticallyproduced matcher and reducer traversed this for-est emitting virtual assembly language into a codebu�er in the completely unchanged register alloca-tor and �le writer. Of course it would been muchmore convenient to connect the matcher to the ab-stract syntax tree of the frontend, but we wished toleave everything completely unchanged except forthe code selection module, in order to isolate thoseissues which related to code selection.We chose to experiment on the Sparc version,since selecting optimal code for this architectureis of intermediate complexity, being slightly morecomplex than mips R3000 but much simpler thanIntel 486 .After some experimentation we found that wecould achieve the same code quality as our exist-ing code selection, using a total of approximately160 productions. It should be noted that this �g-ure is for an operator set which is su�ciently richto implement all current procedural languages. Forexample, it has operators for two di�erent avorsof integer division and remainder, and six di�er-ent avors of oating point to whole number con-version. It also implements both unchecked andoverow-checked arithmetic for both signed and un-signed values. The new version actually does pro-duce marginally better code than the original, sinceis was convenient to recognize some patterns thecontexts of which were simply too complex for ourhandwritten automata.The produced code selectors ran somewhat slowerthan our original code generators on sparc plat-forms, but the code ran either at the same speedor even slightly faster on other architectures. Wespeculate that the deep recursions involved in thetraversals were adding overhead due to the spillingof register windows when hosted on sparc.

5 Implementation detailsmburg parses the input declarations, and buildsan internal representation of the set of productions.Unlike iburg , mburg performs comprehensive con-sistency checks on the tree grammar. It checksthat each non-terminal symbol is reachable fromthe start symbol, and that each has a terminat-ing derivation. The tool checks that every terminalsymbol is declared, and that every use of each ter-minal symbol agrees on the arity.The current version ofmburg produces a patternmatcher which performs its control ow by proce-dure dispatch. There are two arrays of procedurevariables. The �rst is an array of hard-wired la-belling procedures, one for each terminal symbolvalue. Each of these procedure knows the arity ofits own symbol, and uses the node tag of its childnodes to dispatch the appropriate recursive calls toeach child. When the recursions return the proce-dure performs matching for all those patterns whichstart with the correct terminal symbol. Figure 2 isthe skeleton of the label procedure for a unary sym-bol neg .PROCEDURE negLabel(this : Tree);BEGIN(* neg node: �rst do recursion *)match[this^.l^.tag](this^.l);(* now match patterns *)IF this^.l^.s.rules[Reg] <> noRule THEN...END negLabel;Figure 2: Unary labelling procedureThe second array selects reduction helper proce-dures, one for each production rule. Each of theseprocedures knows how to visit the leaf nodes of thepattern which it recognizes. Each reduction helperchecks the state labels of its leaf-nodes to determinethe correct production rule, and hence the properhelper procedure to dispatch on each such leaf. Fig-ure 31 is the skeleton of the reduction procedure forthe pattern shown in �gure 1. Note here that al-though the add node is structurally binary. The se-lected pattern has three leaves. Thus the recursion1Of course, this is not a sparc production!3



PROCEDURE Reduce27(self : Tree);VAR pix : ProdIndex;BEGIN(* Reg = add(Reg,deref(add(Reg,Reg))) *)pix := self^.l^.s.rules[Reg];rHelp[pix](self^.l);pix := self^.r^.l^.l^.s.rules[Reg];rHelp[pix](self^.r^.l^.l);pix := self^.r^.l^.r^.s.rules[Reg];rHelp[pix](self^.r^.l^.r);(* do semantic action *)...END Reduce27;Figure 3: Reduction helper procedureis three fold, and skips directly to the (structural)great-grandchildren in the right subtree.We compared other organisations for the code,such as having the labelling pass controlled by atable of node arities, and using a switch statementselected on node tag value. However, we found thatthe described organisation was at least as fast onall architectures.6 Limitations, and future de-velopmentThe simple, predetermined recursion pattern fol-lowed during reduction turns out to be adequatefor those cases where a single reduction pass is suf-�cient. However, those cases which require a secondreduction pass currently require some handwrittencode. For example, exact Sethi numbers may bedetermined as a semantic action during reduction.To use these attributes to reduce register pressurewould require code to be emitted during a secondreduction pass. In this second reduction, the nodevisit order would be controlled by the attributesgenerated by the �rst reduction pass.It is a relatively simple matter to manually edita second reduction skeleton, but it is possible thatfuture versions of mburg may introduce syntax toallow semantic actions to be declaratively speci�edfor additional reductions.We are interested in �nding ways of automaticallydetermining when subtrees may be pre-emptivelyreduced during labelling. This should improve the

runtime performance of the generated code selectorson machine architectures with register windows, byavoiding multiple deep recursions.7 How to get MBURGThe source code of mburg is available by anony-mous ftp, together with a postscript format refer-ence manual.host: ftp.fit.qut.edu.au (131.181.2.16)directory: /pub/coco�les: mburg06.tar.Zmburg06.ps.Zsigplan.ps.Z (this �le)Binary distributions of the Linux and OS2/EMXversions of gardens point modula2 are availablefrom the same site.References[1] C W Fraser and D R Hanson, and T A Proeb-sting. Engineering a simple e�cient code-generator generator, Letters on ProgrammingLanguages and Systems, Vol 1(3), 213{226,1992.[2] C.W. Fraser and D.R. Hanson. A code-generation interface for ANSI-C, SoftwarePractice and Experience, Vol 21, Sep. 1991.(Also fully described in the same author's ARetargetable Compiler for ANSI C , BenjaminCummings, 1995).[3] K.J. Gough. The DCode Intermediate Pro-gram Representation, Reference Manual andReport, QUT 1992{1994.This report is main-tained in electronic form on the ftp serverftp.fit.qut.edu.au (Internet 131.181.2.16).The current (January 1995) version is 2.2
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